
 
 
 

 

 

Holly Class (Year 2) Overview New Life and The Great Fire of London Spring Term 2 

Stunning Start:  

How did you do that? 

Fab finish: 

Fire Engine Race! 

Curriculum Focus: 

DT, Science and History 

Literacy 

Fiction – Stories involving fantasy  

Non-Fiction – Instructions and diary entries  

Poetry – Humorous poems  

Writing Foci: 
- Use adjectives to describe nouns. 
- Use conjunctions to join sentences.    
- Learn how to use punctuation correctly.  
-Use when, because, if to create subordinate clauses. 

-Use correct spellings of common exception words. 

 

 

Mathematics 

Addition/Subtraction – add and subtract two two digit 

numbers, solve simple addition and subtraction problems  
   
Multiplication and division – solve simple problems  
 
Number and fractions – Recognise, find, name and write 

fractions ½, ¼, 2/4 and ¾ of a length, shape, set of objects 

and quantity.  
Write simple fractions eg ½ of 6 = 3, recognise the equivalent 

of 2/4 and ½. 

 

Reasoning-explaining ideas and answers using pictures, words 

and practical resources. 

Science 
Planting vegetables  
 

Structures of plants, conditions for growth  

 

Hatching chicks/chickens – animal growth  

 

Differences between animals and plants ways of growth  

 

Spring walk, seasonal changes 

Geography  

I can find landmarks and human and physical features on 

simple maps.  

I can use simple compass directions (North, South, East 

and West), directional language (near, far, left and right) 

to describe location of features and routes on a map. 

RE   

Why is Easter the most important festival for 

Christians? 

 

PSHE Feeling good about 

myself and standing up for 

myself  
What do relaxed/stressed 

mean?  

How can I become calm?  

Stopping to think/changing 

my behaviour 

Computing 
Computer Science 

Make a Bee Bot Grid 

racing mat with a clear 

race route. 

Use technology to create, 

organise, store, 

manipulate and retrieve 

digital content.   

DT   
Design, make and evaluate 

their own fire truck   

Explore and use different 

mechanisms and select from 

a range of tools  

Build structures, exploring 

how to make them stronger. 
Music    

Teaching of Recorders and Glockenspiel Stage 1. 

Learning basic instrumental skills by playing tunes in 

varying styles. 

SMSC and British Values 
Mutual respect for and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs and for those without faith. 

Use of creativity and imagination in their learning 

PE 

Football skills with external 

coach   

Games 

Taught by Miss Tansley 

Real PE plan 

History 

History- a study of the Fire of London and a significant 

individual; Christopher Wren. Understanding how diary 

entries help us find out about the past.   

I can describe differences between life at the time of 

the Fire of London and now.   

I know key parts of the story of the fire of 

London.   


